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1

Kids approaches tree playing ambient music and rings small

acorn-shaped doorbell.

Pots and pans falling and crashing noise comes from behind

the door.

RANDI

aw, nuts!

Randi peeks head out from window and then opens door all the

way while making an excited gasp.

RANDI

Hi! I’m Randi, you must be here for

your pillow!

Randi runs off on all 4s stage left and returns from stage

left holding scroll in mouth and stands up to reveal check

list. List reads: fun, happy, and love.

RANDI

In order to make the pillow, you’re

going to have to do these things so

that the pillow is made just for

you! Now let’s get started!

2

Randi turns paper to face self.

RANDI

Alright, let’s see... something

fun.

Randi drops list to floor

RANDI

I know what’s fun! Dance party!!!

Disco ball falls from ceiling, fun music plays, and Randy

dances. After 10 seconds the music stops and the disco balls

returns up to off screen.

RANDI

Wow, that was fun! You’re a great

dancer! You get the Randi stamp of

approval.

Randi picks up list and stamps ’fun’. Randi turns list to

face self.

(CONTINUED)



CONTINUED: 2.

RANDI

Alright, what’s next...

3

RANDI

hmm... It says ’happy’

Randy drops the list

RANDI

Ok! Well I always think of acorns

to make me happy! What else do you

think makes me happy? Press the

glowing heart button and think of

something that will make me smile!

Child presses button to have orange sparkles for 5 seconds.

Randi gradually giggles.

RANDI

hehe, yea that totally made me

happy! Randi approved!

Randy picks up list and stamps next to happy. Randi turns

list to face self.

RANDI

Alright, what’s next...

4

RANDI

"oh! Love! Alright, how about you

hug someone you love a whole lot!"

Randi runs off screen stage right and comes back with a

pillow in mouth and stands to hug pillow for 7 seconds then

runs off stage right and comes back without anything.

RANDI

awww! That definitely gets a Randi

stamp.

Randi picks up list and stamps love. Randi turns list to

face self.



3.

5

RANDI

Wow! It looks like you completed

the whole list! You’re ready to get

the pillow made just for you! But

just to be sure, you’re going to

have to find it. Hehe, I’ve hidden

it! But I’ll give you a hint: it’s

close.

6

Randi looks to stage left at the acorns

RANDI

Hehe, check everywhere! It could be

anywhwere, like even behind your

ear!

Randi looks around

RANDI

Check the acorns! You never know

what you can find in an acorn!

Randi looks around

7

RANDI

You did it! Your fun, happy, and

love made a pillow just for you!

Thanks for visiting me, I had a lot

of fun! I’ll see you later!!

Randi waves as door closes


